The ICMA Music Awards 2016 are as follows:

Europe: Ricardo Climent, for slaag
Asia and Oceania: Hongshuo Fan, for Extrema
Americas: Rob Hamilton and Chris Platz, for Carillon
Student: Sang Won Lee, for Live Writing : Gloomy Streets

This year’s ICMA music awards committee was coordinated by PerMagnus Lindborg and comprised Christopher Haworth, Chryssie Nanou and Eric Honour, receiving additional input from Miriam Akkermann, Charles Nichols and John Thompson. The shortlist of forty works contained many strong candidates and the jury’s task was not an easy one. Committee members independently evaluated the artistic and technical merits of each work, and our final decision was reached through discussion and careful deliberation. We were thoroughly impressed by the high overall standard, and would like to extend our warmest congratulations to the winners.